USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10404.23

Host ASM_Jon says:
=/\==/\==/\=Resume Mission=/\==/\==/\=
Host ASM_Jon says:
ACTION: The Geneva has been at warp for a few hours. ETA to their destination is 2 days.
CO_Shras says:
:: sitting in his ready room, reading departmental reports ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::at tactical running some routine scans using both LRS and SRS::
OPS_Cortez says:
::walks onto the bridge and takes OPS ::
Host ASM_Jon says:
ACTION: No progress had been made by the science department in the analysis of the ancient vase.
CEO_McDowell says:
::sitting in Engineering, performing a general systems overview... most of the general bugs and tweaks have been worked out over the past few days::
CEO_McDowell says:
::has given Mai the day off, and is enjoying a quiet shift::
CNS_Wells says:
::On the bridge having some clear time in his schedule::
MO_Quell says:
::sitting in sickbay::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::takes a look at the somewhat unfamiliar face at OPS, then goes back to his scans::
CO_Shras says:
::walks out of his ready room to his command chair ::
CO_Shras says:
OPS: ETA?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stands tall:: ALL: Captain on the bridge.
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Captain. ::Nods in greeting and stands::
OPS_Cortez says:
CO: At present speed, 2 days.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Hi Counselor, how are you today?
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: Captain, I was hoping we could take a little time to test the readiness of our weapons systems. Would that be possible, sir?
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Fine, Sir. Thank you for asking. And yourself?
CO_Shras says:
OPS: Thanks, keep me posted on any changes, and ask the science guys down there for a report on their progress..... and why not the engineers too...
CO_Shras says:
CTO: For how long would that delay us?
OPS_Cortez says:
CO: Aye Sir.
MO_Quell says:
::strolls on the bridge and heads to life sciences::
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Its an interesting piece...the artifact, I mean.  Have you seen it?
Host ASM_Jon says:
ACTION: The Captain begins to feel light-headed.
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: I have a small asteroid field on sensors less than half a light year from our present position. It would not delay us for long.
OPS_Cortez says:
*Engineering*: Engineering, the Captain requests a progress report.
CEO_McDowell says:
::quietly taps on the consoles::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: No, been busy doing the job of two officers lately.....
MO_Quell says:
::whistles softly as he checks the readouts::
OPS_Cortez says:
*Science Lab*: The Captain requests a progress repot on the vase.
CEO_McDowell says:
*OPS*: All systems are normal. We've worked out most of the repair defects, and I've given most of my department the day off. Presently I'm running various simulations to tweak the new EPS net.
CO_Shras says:
CTO: You were speaking to me? Sorry, I kind of lost it for a moment....
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Yes, it has been quite hectic around here lately...even for the Geneva.  Are you alright, Sir?
MO_Quell says:
::frowns and looks back to the CO and CNS::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::tilts his head a little seeing something a tad unusual about the captain:: CO: Yes, sir. I was. Is something the matter?
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Perhaps, the pace of the day lately ....We are seeing a lot of fatigue and stress headaches and such...
CO_Shras says:
CTO: Go on with your weapons testing, coordinate with OPS for the drill...
OPS_Cortez says:
*CEO*: Thanks Chief.
CEO_McDowell says:
::sighs... gets up slowly, stretches, then walks over to the Master Power Distribution console, typing a few routing commands::
MO_Quell says:
::walks down from his console:: CO: I'd be happy to give you a checkup Captain... at a discount price of course.
OPS_Cortez says:
CO:  Captain, engineering reports that all systems are normal and they are currently running simulations.
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: Aye, sir. *CEO*: Sir, I thought I should let you know that we are about to conduct a live fire test of the weapon systems.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: I think it is the work..... my head hurts and I kind of find it hard to concentrate..... I'll do down to sickbay right now....
CO_Shras says:
CTO: You have the bridge for now...
CNS_Wells says:
::Leans over to the CO:: CO: Perhaps you could ask the Doctor to look you over. We really can’t afford anything happening to you. Dr. Quell is here.
TO_K`Larn says:
::appears behind the CTO::
CEO_McDowell says:
::dry sarcasm:: *CTO*: Have fun pressing the big red buttons...
CO_Shras says:
::walks to the turbolift ::
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Very good, Sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::doesn't realize it, but the new EPS routings accidentally didn't include the main phaser power taps::
MO_Quell says:
CO: Ummm... Captain?  I can poke you right here or in your Ready Room.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods:: CO: Yes...sir. ::wonders what is ailing the CO, then heads to the center chair after calling for a replacement at Tactical::
MO_Quell says:
::follows the CO::
CO_Shras says:
MO: Poke me!!
MO_Quell says:
::steps back and tries not to cringe::
TO_K`Larn says:
::without emotion:: CTO: Orders Sir?
CO_Shras says:
MO: I'll be examined in sickbay if you don't mind!
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CEO*: I'll try to make sure my TO does not get too carried away. Kizlev out.
MO_Quell says:
CO: Of course... ::holds open the turbolift door::
CNS_Wells says:
::Watches the interaction between CO and his Doctor::
MO_Quell says:
::hums an old Earth tune, "Tooty Fruity"::
CO_Shras says:
::enters the turbolift :: TL: Sickbay
TO_K`Larn says:
::raises an eyebrow::
OPS_Cortez says:
*SO*: The Captain requests an update on the vase.
MO_Quell says:
::steps in the turbolift::
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Announce to the ship that we are about to conduct the drill. ::sends coordinates to the FCO:: Duty FCO: Adjust course heading to the following coordinates you are receiving.
Host SO_Randall says:
*OPS*: Science Lab to Ops, we believe we may have discovered some sort of combination lock on the bottom of the vase. We are entering possible combinations now.
CEO_McDowell says:
::snickers at the CTO's com::
MO_Quell says:
CO: Nice weather we are having? Don't you think Sir?
TO_K`Larn says:
*ALL*: We are about to commence the drill, Please Standby.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Duty FCO> CTO: Aye, sir. Changing course.
CO_Shras says:
MO: Weather? We are in a Starship!
CEO_McDowell says:
::steps out of Engineering... starts to walk towards a Turbolift to head to the mess hall::
MO_Quell says:
CO: I am practicing my skills at "small talk"... it is either that or begin to charge people for the air they are breathing from Life Support.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::sees the ship will reach the asteroid testing grounds shortly at present speed::
CO_Shras says:
MO: Wouldn’t that be a rule of acquisition?
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Mr. Kizlev, might I inquire about something.
CO_Shras says:
::steps out of the turbolift ::
MO_Quell says:
::thinks:: CO: Take their money when you can.... is probably the closest one I believe Sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
CNS: Absolutely.
CEO_McDowell says:
::enters TL:: Mess Hall.
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: Ready for orders.
MO_Quell says:
::tries to run a little faster to follow the CO without showing it::
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Zach made a suggestion to me before I left involving you. Perhaps you are in a position to help me.
OPS_Cortez says:
*SO*: Acknowledged.
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: ETA to asteroid field? CNS: What is it you need, counselor?
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: He mentioned some kind of weapons class you are doing.  He said if I am to totally fulfill my job duties, away missions are a must.
CEO_McDowell says:
::gets out of TL, walks down the short while to the mess hall::
OPS_Cortez says:
CTO:  Sir, science reports that they have found what they believe to be a combination lock on the bottom of the vase.  They are trying combinations now.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Duty FCO> CTO: Just over a minute, sir.
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: I could maybe benefit from your teachings.
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: Minute and 23.1 seconds sir.
MO_Quell says:
::runs over to the sickbay door:: CO: Step into my parlor Sir.
CO_Shras says:
::enters sickbay with the Ferengi medical officer ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
OPS: Thank you, ensign. Keep me apprised of what they discover.
OPS_Cortez says:
CTO:  Aye Sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Very astute, Mr. K'Larn. ::smiles looking at the viewscreen:: Go to simulated Red Alert. Power up all weapons.
OPS_Cortez says:
*SO*: Keep us appraised of your progress.
MO_Quell says:
CO: You can have the simple table for 2 strips of latinum or the deluxe model for 4.
Host SO_Randall says:
::sends a message to the OPS console that they translated the 9 buttons on the bottom of the vase::
CEO_McDowell says:
::enters mess hall, orders a light lunch::
CO_Shras says:
MO: I'll take the deluxe and I'll forget you have tried to sell me a piece of my own ship.... :: grins ::
OPS_Cortez says:
CTO: Sir, they have translated the buttons on the bottom of the vase.
TO_K`Larn says:
::hits red alert::
Host SO_Randall says:
::the 9 words being: green, red, blue, prophecy, destiny, providence, fire, earth, & water::
MO_Quell says:
CO: The man knows how to bargain....  I like that Sir.
MO_Quell says:
::turns on the diagnostic table and begins to scan his with the handheld model::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CNS: Hmm...I would be glad to accept you as a student, counselor. However... OPS: Very well. Inform the captain of the results thus far. He should be made aware of this.
CO_Shras says:
::sits on the table ::
MO_Quell says:
::jumps when the Red Alert goes off:: CO: I hate Drills.... Sir.... you have too many beeps, wails, and lights on this ship... I'll end up talking to myself.
OPS_Cortez says:
CTO:  Sir, they say it is 9 words.  Green, red, blue, prophecy, destiny, providence, fire, earth, and water.  Aye Sir.
MO_Quell says:
::looks at the results:: Self: Hmmmf.
OPS_Cortez says:
*CO*: Captain, I have a progress report from science on the vase.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Duty FCO> CTO: We've arrived at the coordinates sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::suddenly gets an upset stomach from lunch... been running around on adrenaline too much, can't slow down and relax...::
MO_Quell says:
::rolls eyes:: *OPS*: How am I supposed to treat him if you want him back all ready ::scans the CO a second time::
CEO_McDowell says:
Self: Oooohhhh... *Sickbay*: Sickbay, is there a doctor on duty?
CTO_Kizlev says:
CNS: *ahem* However, I must first know of any prior hand to hand and weapons training you may have had before. FCO: Excellent. TO: Scan the area for contacts, ensign.
CNS_Wells says:
::Over hears the Doctor:: OPS: Maybe Quell will rent the Captain to us? ::Smiles to himself::
TO_K`Larn says:
::scans::
MO_Quell says:
*CEO*: No.... there is a banker on duty Sir.... Of course there is a doctor here.... we come fully equipped... what do you need Sir?
CO_Shras says:
MO: Good, then there will be two of us talking to ourselves...
MO_Quell says:
CO: Sir.... you are stressed.... you need to relax... I can drug you but you that would be pointless.
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Previous training? That is just what I learned in the Academy....the very basics....I'm not the athlete Bauer was.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Do you see any asteroids or debris that could stand up to a photon torpedo or two?
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: I just don’t want to get killed.
CO_Shras says:
*OPS*: In one sentence what do they have found interesting?
TO_K`Larn says:
::scans for contacts::
OPS_Cortez says:
::chuckles:: CNS:  Probably not, but, he'd rent his mother.
OPS_Cortez says:
*CO*: They say they have translated 9 buttons that appear on the bottom of the vase.  The 9 words are green, red, blue, prophecy, destiny, providence, fire, earth, and water.
CEO_McDowell says:
*MO*: Oh, a new stomach, a decent replicated lunch, and.... ooohhhh... ::doubles over for a moment:: maybe a few more credits in the bank account if you could arrange it.
MO_Quell says:
CO: Captain... here is a vitamin supplement... I shall go see about the CEO  ::injects the Captain with a shot::
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: You must stop first.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::grins knowing that training Wells may be a great challenge:: CNS: Very well. But you must know that it will not be easy. Kenjutsu requires great dedication and commitment.
CO_Shras says:
*OPS*: Good, tell them I think its gibberish and I what them to find out what it means....
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: True.
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: It would help if you stopped the ship.
OPS_Cortez says:
*CO* Aye Sir.
MO_Quell says:
::grabs his medical pouch:: *CEO*: I am on my way with some medicine and some financial services.
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Oh I assure you, I won't waste either of our time.
OPS_Cortez says:
*SO*: The Captain wants to know what it means the moment you figure it out.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Ensign, we have already dropped to impulse. ::glares at the FCO for not reporting the reduction in speed::
MO_Quell says:
::heads to the exit::
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: We have asteriods.
CEO_McDowell says:
::smiles::
CO_Shras says:
::doesn't understand what is happening but returns to the bridge...::
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Good. You may.... indulge yourself Mr. K'Larn. Pick your targets and fire at will.
CNS_Wells says:
::Oh dear, debris::
MO_Quell says:
::feels the ship slow down:: Self: No wonder people suffer in their stomach with this ship moving like this ::enters turbolift:: TL: Engineering.
TO_K`Larn says:
::fires at unvulcunlike way and lays waste to the asteroids::
Host SO_Randall says:
ACTION: The asteroids are blown up without incident.
CO_Shras says:
::walks on the bridge::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stands to attention:: CO: Sir. We are conducting the test right now. ::relinquishes the CO chair::
CNS_Wells says:
TO: Very nicely done, Mr. K'Larn.
MO_Quell says:
::enters Engineering and looks around:: CEO: Hello?  Anyone call a plumber for their stomach?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::returns to his station at TAC 1::
TO_K`Larn says:
CTO: It was logical.
CNS_Wells says:
TO: and thank you.
CO_Shras says:
CTO: How are we doing so far?
Host SO_Randall says:
ACTION: The Captain begins to feel pain in his stomach as if he were being torn in half.
MO_Quell says:
::after asking around and finding no one:: Computer: Location of the last call to sickbay?
MO_Quell says:
<Computer> MO: The Messhall
CTO_Kizlev says:
::checks system status logs and is pleased to see all went well:: CO: All data shows weapons are in perfect working ord....Sir? ::witnesses the captain appearing to be in pain::
CNS_Wells says:
::Stands as Captain arrives::
TO_K`Larn says:
:: goes over to the Captain to assist::
MO_Quell says:
::runs quickly to the messhall::
CO_Shras says:
:: take his stomach with two hands, folding under the pain :: Self: Uh!
Host SO_Randall says:
::sends a message to the OPS console stating that the vase is estimated to have originated from the 3rd century A.D. Earth::
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Sir!. COMPUTER: Sickbay to the Bridge, emergency!
MO_Quell says:
::enters the messhall:: CEO: Hello?  Someone call for a stomach problem?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stays at his post watching K'Larn tend to the captain, concern on his face::
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> *CNS*: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.
TO_K`Larn says:
:: holds the captain::
CEO_McDowell says:
::sitting quietly... looks at the MO:: MO: Here
CNS_Wells says:
MO: The Captain has abdominal pain.
OPS_Cortez says:
CO: The vase is estimated to have originated from 3rd century AD, Earth.
MO_Quell says:
::strolls over and scans him:: CEO: So... you need some extra pocket money too?
CNS_Wells says:
CO: I would guess.
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> *CNS*: Have him transported to sickbay.... I shall begin scans.
CO_Shras says:
:: falling to the ground on his knees, still in pain ::
CEO_McDowell says:
MO: Well... who doesn't.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: Can you beam the Captain to sickbay? CO: Is that alright, Sir?
OPS_Cortez says:
::senses the Captains pain::
MO_Quell says:
CEO: I have a contact in the Ferengi Mining consortium... I can double your investments... easily.
MO_Quell says:
::scans him once again::
OPS_Cortez says:
::nods:: CNS:  Yes, I can.
TO_K`Larn says:
::lifts the CO::
OPS_Cortez says:
Computer:  Emergency medical transport of Captain Shras to sickbay.
CEO_McDowell says:
::curls lip:: MO: Why's it always just mining? Don't you know anyone in parts trade, something engineering-related? Mining's for the science-types.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stands the ship down from red alert::
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: Do it, please. CO: You will be ok sir, I'll be there shortly
CO_Shras says:
:: still in much pain :: CTO: You have the bridge until Lieutenant McDowell relieves you...
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Don't you worry Sir.
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> CO: Greetings Captain.... ::scans him 3 seconds after he is materialized::
OPS_Cortez says:
CNS: Done Sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods:: CO: Understood, sir. ::wonders if there is some sort of contagion on board the ship that only effects Andorians::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The Captain is transported to sickbay
MO_Quell says:
CEO: Wellll.... my brother is a trader of self-sealing stem bolts.... he could make some profit... but it would be longer.
CTO_Kizlev says:
ALL: The captain is counting on us to get back to the mission. FCO: Resume original course at warp 8.
CO_Shras says:
Self: Arrrggghhh!!!
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> CO: Let me guess.... it hurts there  ::scans his stomach and give him a sedative::
CEO_McDowell says:
::moans as the MO injects him:: MO: Stem bolts? Boring... ::sigh::
CEO_McDowell says:
MO: Seems like Ferengi only deal in all the same things... no offense.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Duty FCO> CTO: Resuming original course at warp 8, aye.
MO_Quell says:
::thinks for a moment:: CEO: Well... my cousin is it to Federation Quantum Computers to .... Hmmmm.... right.... I am not supposed to know that... 
OPS_Cortez says:
::begins to cross reference the information about the vase::
CO_Shras says:
EMH: I would have thought they would have upgraded your bedside manners subroutine by now.... how!
CEO_McDowell says:
MO: Right, and I didn't do this... ::hits a credit transfer button on a PADD nearby::
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: Maybe we could have Ensign Cortez have sickbay update us on the Captain, periodically?
Host SO_Randall says:
ACTION: By cross referencing 3rd century A.D. and the 9 buttons translated on the bottom of the vase the phrase 'The Green Providence' is revealed.
MO_Quell says:
::grins:: CEO: You feel fine in a few minutes.... and you'll be richer in no time.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: What are you doing?
CTO_Kizlev says:
CNS: Agreed. OPS: Did you catch that?
OPS_Cortez says:
CNS: Just looking up the information science is getting from the vase.
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> CO: Captain... you have an allergic reaction to the MO's vitamin supplement... intriguing.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: Anything of interest?
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> CO: Your system can only tolerate real vitamins not synthetic vitamins... how fascinating. I shall have to write a paper on this.
CEO_McDowell says:
MO: Thanks, you were most helpful.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS/CTO: I saw the vase. It really is an interesting piece.
OPS_Cortez says:
CNS: Well the translation cross-referenced something called the Green Providence.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: The Green Providence?
CO_Shras says:
EMH: I just hope the paper will not be my death report....
CNS_Wells says:
SELF: Hmmmm
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> ::injects him with allergy treatment medicine::
CEO_McDowell says:
::gets up, notices the PADD beeping again... noting him to report to the bridge::
CNS_Wells says:
::Taps away at his console::
MO_Quell says:
<EMH> CO: Do not worry Captain... you will die...........  just not today.
CNS_Wells says:
::Thinks - Its like a puzzle:: SELF: I like puzzles.
CEO_McDowell says:
::groans, annoyed he couldn't finish lunch... heads to a TL towards the Bridge::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::spots K'Larn resuming his post at tactical:: CNS: I wonder if it has anything to do with the Han Dynasty era ::surprised he still remembers that bit of historical earth info::
OPS_Cortez says:
CNS: I am looking up the reference to The Green Providence.
CO_Shras says:
EMH: I don't feel like I'll survive.... oooohhh!!
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: Me too.
MO_Quell says:
::smiles and leaves the mess hall richer::
CEO_McDowell says:
::arrives on the Bridge::
CEO_McDowell says:
CTO: The Captain isn't here? Who's in command? I received a note to come.
MO_Quell says:
<EHM> CO: Oh hush up and quit whining ... Sir... you will be fine in a few minutes.
MO_Quell says:
::injects him once again::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stands from the center seat again:: CEO: The captain is incapacitated at the moment. He is being looked after in sickbay.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS: I got nothing. You?
OPS_Cortez says:
:: shakes her head :: CNS:  Nothing.
CNS_Wells says:
OPS/CTO: A weapon?
Host SO_Randall says:
=/\==/\==/\=Pause Mission=/\==/\==/\=

